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Plan of my talk
Corpus linguists’ work: towards expanding and scaling up corpus 

analyses 
● Interdisciplinarity & collaboration

Case Study 1: Exploring repetition in translation
● Translation of reporting verbs from English into Polish and Italian

Case Study 2: Exploring English and Polish lexicographers’ habits
● Which multi-word expressions get recorded in dictionaries?

Corpus linguistics and corpus linguists in the 2020s and beyond
● Reflecting upon and reimagining the corpus linguist's role in a 

collaborative landscape



Typical corpus linguists’ work 
● Corpus linguists are really just linguists who have decided to research 

language using corpora -> their research interests often align with those of other 
linguists (Ihrmark & Tyrkkö 2023)

○ Some of them use corpora to address theoretical questions, 
○ Some turn to corpora to collect the data they need to produce an accurate description of a 

linguistic phenomenon 
○ Others are preoccupied with how corpora should be compiled and structured to be 

representative of a population of language speakers and useful to a group of corpus users 
(Divjak et al. 2017)

● For most corpus linguists, corpus data analysis (text analysis) is part and parcel of 
their work 

○ a corpus linguist seems to be a bit of a data scientist 



Is corpus linguists a data scientist? (Ihrmark & Tyrkkö 2023)  

Differences in how corpus linguists and data scientists view language 

● Data scientists are often doing something via text analysis (e.g. identify trends, 
sentiment analysis, fraud detection), while linguists are interested in learning 
more about language itself

Differences in the type of training they typically receive 

● Corpus linguists rarely receive explicit training in programming or statistics
○ although basic statistical concepts are often included to some degree 

● Corpus linguists are often trained in the use of specific corpus tools to carry out 
their queries

○ only some in the field engage with the things that happen “under the hood” (Mason 2018)
● Data scientists are often trained in programming and advanced statistics

○ rarely introduced to theoretical details about language



Towards expanding corpus analyses  
● Simple descriptive statistics or concordance analysis is often not enough to 

explain more fine-grained patterns of language use in massive collections of linguistic 
data
○ if we put forward explanatory hypotheses rather than descriptive ones
○ if we deal with large swathes of linguistic data

 
● The range of statistical methods of corpus analysis as well as data visualization 

techniques have expanded considerably in recent years

● Corpus analysis can be also scaled up by incorporating computational methods 
from natural language processing (NLP) (Dunne 2022) and statistics



Two examples as a case in point  
Research studies on:

● repetition in translation of reporting verbs (Mastropierro & Grabowski 2023, in 
progress)

● lexicographer’s habits with respect to recording multi-word expressions in 
dictionaries (Maziarz, Grabowski, Piotrowski, Rudnicka & Piasecki 2023)

What skills should corpus linguists possess in the 2020s and beyond?
● How to succeed (or survive) in the coming era of AI-assisted (corpus) 

research, datasphere growth and attention economy?



Case study #1

Repetition in translation 
● Mastropierro & Grabowski (2023-2024, in progress)



Repetition in translation

A corpus-based study - both descriptive and explanatory - dealing with literary 
translation, language use, and statistics

How are reporting verbs translated in literary novels and why they are 
translated the way they are

● RQ1: What are the linguistic factors that can predict the replacement of 
reporting verbs in the source-text with different target translations? 

● RQ2: Which of the factors have a significant effect on either the 
avoidance or reproduction of reporting verbs’ repetition in the 
English-to-Polish and English-to-Italian translation?



Repetition in translation 

► “Avoiding repetition of words or phrases is part of a set of translation 
norms found to operate consciously or subconsciously on the 
translator” (Ben-Ari 1998: 2).

► Corpus-based studies of the translation of repeated features in literary texts 
(Čermáková & Fárová 2010; Čermáková 2015; Mastropierro & Mahlberg 
2017, Čermáková & Mahlberg 2018, Mastropierro 2020) show that 
translators tend to avoid repetition in favour of variation.

► Replacing repetition with lexical variety can have repercussion on the contribution 
repetition makes in the creation of stylistic effect



Repetition in translation 

► Translators should restrain themselves from “synonimization” (i.e. 
using synonyms in an attempt to avoid repetition), they should preserve 
all repetitions found in the original, which is sometimes difficult given the 
fact that “the translators are nuts about repetitions” (Kundera 2015: 164)

► “The original’s repetitions deserve respect” (Bray 2017)
► English speakers tend to choose lexemes with broad meaning rather than 

specific while speakers of Russian, Polish and other Slavic languages tend 
to choose specific lexemes, which is one of the reasons why they regard 
texts with multiple repetitions as ones with plain, simple, or even bad 
style (Piotrowski 1994: 95-96)

► Anecdotal evidence: avoiding repetition recommended when teaching 
writing at Polish primary/secondary schools

► Use thesauri, don’t repeat the same words



A study of repetition in translation 

► Are there linguistic factors that can predict the replacement of a 
repeated lexical item with different target translations? (e.g. said -> 
powiedział, stwierdził, zaznaczył, odnotował, podkreślił …)
► Item frequency;

► Number of different dictionary translations;

► Number of different dictionary meanings;

► Semantic category.

► What type of repeated items are more likely to be translated in 
different ways?



Earlier studies of reporting verbs in translation
► Why reporting verbs? Stylistic and functional significance!

► English-Italian (Mastropierro 2020; 2022), English-Spanish (Bourne 2002), English-Persian 
(Ardekani 2002), Czech-English and Czech-French (Nádvorníková 2020)

► Patterns of reporting verbs contribute importantly to characterisation (Ruano San 
Segundo 2016, Ruano San Segundo 2017, Eberhardt 2017, Mastropierro 2020).

► In literary texts, English reporting verbs are regularly substituted by words with emotive 
and evaluative meanings when translated from English into Russian (Urża (2019) 

► In Russian-to-Polish translation of dialogues in literary texts (novels by V. Pelevin), there is a 
wide variety of Polish equivalents of the source-language reporting verb сказать ‘say’ 
Lubocha-Kruglik & Malysa (2019)

► Translation criticism
► Defending her choices, APT explains that the Polish language, unlike English, is not able to 

bear the constant repetition of the form "he said" when recording the dialogue. (Umiński 
2020, 2022: Three Translators/Trzy Tłumaczki. Warsaw: Marginesy)
► It's about the translation of W. Faulkner's "The Sound and the Fury" into Polish by A. 

Przedpełska-Trzeciakowska 



A study of repetition in translation

► Translation from English into Polish and Italian;

► 11 + 11 target texts;
► Reporting verbs in 11 English novels and their translations into 

Polish and Italian, retrieved via InterCorp (Čermák & Rosen 2012).

► 5 different authors (Rowling, Brown, Steinbeck, Adams, Tolkien);

► Multiple translators



Data collection
► English novels with both Italian and Polish translations; 
► ≥ 500 reporting verbs (tokens) per book (both ST and TT);
► Parallel English-Italian and English-Polish queries in Intercorp

► CQL query for English:
[word="\""] [tag="NP"|word="he|she"] [tag="VBD"] | [word="'"] [tag="NP"|word="he|she"] [tag="VBD"] | [word="”"] 
[tag="NP"|word="he|she"] [tag="VBD"] | [word="’"] [tag="NP"|word="he|she"] [tag="VBD"] | [word=”\””] 
[tag=”VBD”] [tag=”NP”|word=”he|she”] | [word=”’”] [tag=”VBD”] [tag=”NP”|word=”he|she”] | [word=”””] [tag=”VBD”] 
[tag=”NP”|word=”he|she”] | [word=”’”] [tag=”VBD”] [tag=”NP”|word=”he|she”]

► Corresponding queries for Italian and Polish



Data collection
► English query paired with equivalent Italian/Polish query to 

obtain parallel concordance lines.



Raw data



Data collection

► Reporting verbs with minimum frequency ≥ 2;

► 23-79 ST reporting verbs, types (average 47.45 per text);

► 16,742 ST reporting verbs (tokens).

► Data preparation using custom-designed Python scripts



Methods 

► What linguistic factors have an effect on the number of different 
translations a ST item is translated into?

► Outcome variable:
► Types – the number of different TT translations (types) for each ST item.

► Predictor variables:
► Freq – the frequency of occurrence of the ST item;

► Trans – the number of different possible TL translations of the ST item;

► Senses – the number of different possible meanings of the ST item;

► Verbtype - the category of reporting verb in Caldas-Coulthard’s (1987) taxonomy.



Methods

► Trans – the number of different possible TL translations of the ST item

► Treq (Translation Equivalents Database) (Skrabal & Vavrin 2017)
► Lemmas;

► Only verbs translations;

► Proportion ≥ 4%



Methods

► Senses – the number of different possible meanings of the ST item.

► Wordnet (Lexical Database of English):
► Number of different senses reported.



Methods

► Verbtype - the category of reporting verb
in Caldas-Coulthard’s (1987) taxonomy.

► Caldas-Coulthard’s (1987) taxonomy:
► Seven main categories;

► Both linguistic & paralinguistic reporting verbs;

► Functional as well as semantic distinction.



Towards final data format (right bottom)
In Polish, all feminine forms of verbs were 
reduced to the masculine form (powiedziała 
=> powiedział)



Methods 

► Generalised linear model with negative binomial regression: 
overdispersion in our data (variance > mean); outcome variable is 
a count variable

► Two analyses: combined Italian data and combined Polish data 
(some novels with less then 15/20 observations per predictor, cf. 
Hair et al. 2009: 176);

► Preliminary analyses to find the best-fitting model (lowest AIC).
► Tailor-made R scripts



Results: Italian
AIC: 1469.2

► Overall (left): Freq, Verbtype, and Trans (borderline: p=0.072) are significant 
predictors of Type; Senses doesn’t have a significant effect.

► How often a reporting verb occurs, what type of verb it is, and the number of 
available translation equivalents influence the chances of seeing that verb 
translated into multiple TL items (positive association).
► e.g. (right) for a one-unit change (increase) in logfreq, types increase e0.48-fold

► a verb (e.g. screamed) has its verb frequency logfreq value of 2. If we increase the 
frequency by one unit (to a logfreq value of 3), we would expect that the number of 
translation equivalents (types) increases by approximately 48% to its previous value

         Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev Pr(>Chi)    
NULL                       462    1659.25             
verbtype  7  1092.27       455     566.98  < 2e-16 ***
logfreq   1   320.12       454     246.86  < 2e-16 ***
trans     1     3.22       453     243.64  0.07262 .  

Coefficients:
             Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)   0.02452    0.10289   0.238   0.8117    
verbtypeN     0.30647    0.16639   1.842   0.0655 .  
verbtypePros -0.17199    0.11635  -1.478   0.1393    
verbtypeSdis -0.22725    0.11531  -1.971   0.0488 *  
verbtypeStr  -0.17462    0.15643  -1.116   0.2643    
verbtypeVier -0.15484    0.11431  -1.355   0.1755    
verbtypeVion -0.06859    0.08700  -0.788   0.4305    
verbtypeMlin -0.77609    1.03921  -0.747   0.4552    
logfreq       0.48366    0.02844  17.005   <2e-16 ***
trans         0.05505    0.03059   1.800   0.0719 .  



Results: Polish
AIC: 1575.5

► Overall (left):  Freq, Verbtype, Senses, and interaction Trans:Senses are 
significant predictors of Type; Trans doesn’t have a significant effect.

► How often a reporting verb occurs, what type of a verb it is, and the interaction 
between the number of senses and translation equivalents influence the chances 
of seeing that verb translated into multiple TL items

► e.g. (right) for a one-unit change (increase) in logfreq, types increase e0.59-fold
► a verb (e.g. screamed) has  its verb frequency logfreq value of 2. If we increase the frequency by one unit (to 

a logfreq value of 3), we would expect that the number of translation equivalents (types) increases e0.59-fold

             Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev Pr(>Chi)    
NULL                           451     4697.9             
verbtype      7   3651.0       444     1046.9  < 2e-16 ***
logfreq       1    832.5       443      214.5  < 2e-16 ***
trans         1      2.4       442      212.1  0.12230    
senses        1      5.0       441      207.1  0.02538 *  
trans:senses  1      6.5       440      200.5  0.01054 *  

Coefficients:
              Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)  -0.255314   0.149713  -1.705 0.088129 .  
verbtypeN     0.451657   0.134111   3.368 0.000758 ***
verbtypePros -0.158915   0.100394  -1.583 0.113440    
verbtypeSdis -0.250851   0.104430  -2.402 0.016301 
*  
verbtypeStr  -0.412646   0.129258  -3.192 0.001411 ** 
verbtypeVier -0.195429   0.105511  -1.852 0.063996 .  
verbtypeVion -0.119487   0.084124  -1.420 0.155502    
verbtypeMlin  0.181544   0.597759   0.304 0.761350    
logfreq       0.592083   0.023207  25.513  < 2e-16 ***
trans         0.098669   0.031383   3.144 0.001666 ** 
senses        0.029276   0.017031   1.719 0.085623 .  
trans:senses -0.008774   0.003374  -2.600 0.009310 
** 



Results: Italian (without said)
AIC: 1629.2

► Overall (left): Freq, Verbtype, and Trans are significant 
predictors of Type; Senses doesn’t have a significant effect.

► The presence or absence of said doesn’t change the results.

         Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  Pr(>Chi)    
NULL                       451     480.44              
verbtype  7   48.069       444     432.37 3.452e-08 ***
logfreq   1  193.561       443     238.81 < 2.2e-16 ***
trans     1    4.544       442     234.26   0.03303 *  

Coefficients:
             Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)   0.08956    0.09806   0.913   0.3610    
verbtypeN     0.28627    0.18131   1.579   0.1144    
verbtypePros -0.14079    0.10604  -1.328   0.1843    
verbtypeSdis -0.20807    0.10576  -1.967   0.0491 *  
verbtypeStr  -0.12397    0.14089  -0.880   0.3789    
verbtypeVier -0.12695    0.10379  -1.223   0.2213    
verbtypeVion -0.07096    0.07966  -0.891   0.3731    
verbtypeMlin -0.80951    1.00278  -0.807   0.4195    
logfreq       0.43751    0.03137  13.949   <2e-16 ***
trans         0.05982    0.02782   2.150   0.0315 *  



Results: Polish (without said)
AIC: 1451.2

► Overall (left): Freq, Verbtype, Senses, and interaction 
Trans:Senses are significant predictors of Type; Trans 
doesn’t have a significant effect.

► The presence or absence of said doesn’t change the results

             Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev Pr(>Chi)    
NULL                           440     694.45             
verbtype      7   163.29       433     531.16  < 2e-16 ***
logfreq       1   337.79       432     193.37  < 2e-16 ***
trans         1     2.41       431     190.96  0.12064    
senses        1     4.89       430     186.07  0.02706 *  
trans:senses  1     5.57       429     180.51  0.01830 * 

Coefficients:
              Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)  -0.167841   0.154303  -1.088  0.27671    
verbtypeN     0.349472   0.159390   2.193  0.02834 *  
verbtypePros -0.121462   0.099935  -1.215  0.22421    
verbtypeSdis -0.234794   0.101897  -2.304  0.02121 *  
verbtypeStr  -0.310430   0.133016  -2.334  0.01961 *  
verbtypeVier -0.161899   0.103769  -1.560  0.11872    
verbtypeVion -0.120793   0.081902  -1.475  0.14026    
verbtypeMlin  0.169165   0.582811   0.290  0.77162    
logfreq       0.556015   0.029994  18.537  < 2e-16 ***
trans         0.092077   0.030819   2.988  0.00281 ** 
senses        0.025857   0.016774   1.541  0.12321    
trans:senses -0.007977   0.003329  -2.397  0.01655 *  



Results: verb types and number of translations

Italian   Polish

► Neutral verbs (e.g. said, told) more likely to be translated into different 
TT verbs

► Structuring (e.g. asked, replied) and signalling discourse (e.g.  
added, repeated) verbs less likely to be translated into different TT verbs

Verbtype Estimate
Neutral 0.30647
Metapropositional 0.02452
Voice qualification -0.06859
Voice qualifier -0.15484
Prosodic -0.17199
Structuring -0.17462
Signaling discourse -0.22725
Metalinguistic -0.77609

Verbtype Estimate
Neutral 0.451657
Metalinguistic 0.181544
Voice qualification -0.119487
Prosodic -0.158915
Voice qualifier -0.195429
Signaling 
discourse -0.250851
Metapropositional -0.255314
Structuring -0.412646



Conclusions - case study # 1

► For both Italian and Polish data, the positive correlation between Freq and 
Types has been confirmed

► For Polish data, the interaction between Senses and Trans has a significant 
effect on Types, but not Trans on its own

► those verbs which are polysemous have many translation equivalents
► polysemy (along with homonymy) may be realized differently across languages 

(Srinivasan & Rabagliati 2014; Zuercher 2019)

► By learning what can prompt translation of repeated reporting verbs (e.g. said) 
into a wider lexical variety, we can improve translation strategies to deal with 
repetition, making them more sensitive to the stylistic effects of the original



Case study #2

(English and Polish) lexicographers’ habits with 
respect to recording multi-word expressions in 
dictionaries 

● Maziarz, M., Grabowski, Ł., Piotrowski, T., Rudnicka, E., Piasecki, M. (2023). “Lexicalisation of Polish 
and English word combinations: an empirical study”. Poznan Studies in Contemporary Linguistics. 
https://doi.org/10.1515/psicl-2023-2002



MWEs (multi-word expressions) vs MWLUs 
(multi-word lexical units)

In theory, and in practice (lexicography), it is difficult to determine when 
MWEs are treated as word combinations and when as vocabulary units

► blood bank, blood pressure, black lung, black coal, early night, cold 
night, early grave, mass grave

► lew morski ‘sea lion’, ssak morski ‘sea mammal’, dziecko szczęścia 
‘whiz-kid/child of fortune’, przyczyna szczęścia ‘the cause of 
happiness/luck’

Various linguistic criteria are taken into consideration
► formal-linguistic, frequency-driven/distributional (statistical), and 

psycholinguistic ones
► frequency of distribution in text and speech, (non-)standard morphosyntactic patterns, 

constituent (non-)substitutability,  semantic (non-)compositionality, among others 
(Zgusta 1971, Bright 1992, Biber et al. 1999, Hunston and Francis 2000, Svensén 
2009)



MWEs vs MWLUs
Any idiosyncrasy in those criteria may be a signal that a process of 
lexicalisation has started (Baldwin and Bond 2002, Baldwin and Kim 2010, 
Ježek 2016: 25-28, Constant et al. 2017: 838). 

► the more idiosyncrasies, the closer to a lexical unit (LU) status a given 
word combination (MWE) gets

Lexicalisation is a syntax-to-lexicon process of transgression of a purely 
compositional word combination (a syntactic unit) into a single semantic 
or pragmatic unit, exhibiting word-like behaviour (Ježek 2016: 25-28, 
Constant et al. 2017: 838)

► a gradable process best described on a scale
► purely compositional word combinations created ad hoc on one end, through collocations, 

to fixed phrases and idioms on the other end



Problems with lexicalisation

Lexicalisation of MWEs is a scalar and gradable process, yet in 
lexicography and lexical databases construction (e.g. wordnets) it is a 
dichotomous (Yes or No) process

► clear, operational procedures for including MWEs in dictionaries or 
lexical databases are scarce (there are exceptions though)

► lexicographers rely on their linguistic intuition, linguistic experience and 
competence, contemporary and previous sources of information 
(dictionaries, books etc.) to decide which MWE should be granted an MWLU 
status



More problems 
Lexicographers are a very special type of native speakers! 

► They work with tens of thousands of lexical items, and their experience 
is far wider than that of a typical native speaker

► A structure that may appear to be semantically opaque to a “lay” native 
speaker (e.g. rare or non-modern) may be transparent to a lexicographer, 

► semantically transparent word combinations are often excluded from the dictionary
► A lexicographer may include transparent word-combinations because of 

publishing demands or pressure of competition
► unlike a linguist, a lexicographer works under enormous pressure of time, and may include 

some items because there is simply no time 
► Dictionaries are usually produced by teams, which often results in uneven 

treatment of individual items. 
► one has to treat dictionary data with caution!



Our study (Maziarz et al. 2023)

We explore specific factors contributing to the classification/treatment of 
MWEs as MWUs 

We review a number of lexicality criteria and select the ones with the highest 
potential to be operationalised

semantic compositionality (substitutability/paraphrasing, linguistic intuition), measures of 
collocational strength, word length (attribute and head)

We explore the criteria in a series of experiments conducted using a multivariate 
statistical method called Latent Class Analysis (LCA)



Our study (2)
We study two samples of Polish and English MWEs

► bigrams: adjectives and nouns (A+N) or nouns and nouns (N+N),
► we contrast the MWEs extracted from selected monolingual dictionaries 

with those formed by ourselves, and verify which of the MWEs should be 
accorded MWU status

► DATASET: https://clarin-pl.eu/dspace/handle/11321/853

We deconstruct the English and Polish lexicographers’ habits in order to 
better understand how they deal (what criteria guide their decisions?) with 
registering MWEs in dictionaries

https://clarin-pl.eu/dspace/handle/11321/853


Research material
Two samples of MWEs - lexicalised and non-lexicalised ones (350 MWEs)
► The first sample extracted - based on experts’ opinion / purposive 

sampling - from monolingual Polish (e.g. bułka paryska, lew morski, 
dziecko szczęścia) and English dictionaries (e.g. floor plan, flight bag, 
belly laugh)
► (Dunaj 1996: Słownik współczesnego języka polskiego, SWJP; Pearsall 2001: The New 

Oxford Dictionary of English)
► 102 English and 91 Polish MWEs recorded in dictionaries (lexicalised, MWLUs) 

► The second (control) sample created by us and modelled on those 
MWEs in the first sample (np. twarda bułka, ssak morski, przyczyna 
szczęścia, clear plan, garbage bag, loud laugh) with the intention to obtain 
non-lexicalised items
► 76 English andi 91 Polish MWEs not recorded in dictionaries (not lexicalised ones) 
► We verified if they were recorded there (11 English MWEs and 1 Polish MWE were found to 

be listed in the dictionaries)



Methodology. Procedures and study stages
We operationalised semantic compositionality by testing two custom-designed 
criteria, i.e., intuition and paraphrase, and by using statistical methods (selected 
measures of collocational strength: LL, PMI and Jaccard) for checking word 
order fixedness and word combination specificity
We also checked how long (in letters) the syntactic head / its complement is 
(the measure highly correlated with word frequency (Piantadosi et al. 2011, Strauss 
et al. 2007), word familiarity and with the degree of polysemy (Grzybek 2014)

► combination of semantic compositionality with syntactic fixedness
Lexicality was identified with the presence of an MWE in a dictionary



Methodology. Procedures and study stages

Two teams of annotators (one team for Polish MWEs, and one for English 
ones), with three annotators in each 
Intuition was verified by a test question: “Can you derive the meaning of an 
MWE from the meanings of its component parts and their syntactic relations?” 
► If ‘yes’, the MWE is compositional; 
► if ‘no’, the MWE is non-compositional
Paraphrase was verified by a test question: “Can you paraphrase an MWE 
using a relative clause built of MWE components and of function words 
(prepositions and conjunctions) combined using regular syntactic rules?”
Lexicality: for manually created MWEs, we checked whether they are 
recorded in the English or Polish dictionaries

► English: Lexico.com (OED), Merriam-Webster
► Polish: WSJP, SJP (PWN), SJP Dor, Dunaj 1996 (SWJP)



Study goal

We want to identify hidden dependencies between the studied criteria and indicators
► we run Latent Class Analysis

Why?
We want to predict the presence of MWEs in two classes: recorded and not 
recorded in dictionaries



Results (1). Inter-annotator agreement

From all pairs of annotations, we randomly selected the annotations of 
particular pairs and recorded them in two separate subsets 
► Subsets with paired annotations and used Cohen’s kappa κ (Cohen 1960)

► Range is the confidence interval at 95% probability 

Given the minimal (intuition) and moderate (paraphrase) inter-annotator 
agreement, we averaged their decisions: if they replied “YES” and “NO”, then 
we proposed a new category “I DON’T KNOW”.



Results (2). Collocation measures and word length

For each MWE, we calculated its collocation strength measures: Log 
Likelihood (LL), Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), and Jaccard. 
► High values of PMI and Jaccard -> a strong collocation; 
► High values of LL -> a weak collocation with free word order
We used different corpora for Polish and English and analyzed both 
data sets separately
► For English, we merged some corpora from the NLTK package : The 

Reuters-21578 benchmark corpus, Project Gutenberg Selections, Brown 
Corpus, Australian Broadcasting Commission 2006, Twitter Samples (50 
million tokens)

► For Polish, we used the KGR10 Corpus with its 4 billion words (Kocoń 
and Gawor 2019)



All variables

Semantic and syntactic features included three nominal variables 
(intuition, paraphrase, and MWE status), two ordinal variables (HWL and 
AWL) and three continuous variables (collocation measures):

Semantic’ features:
○ Intuition (“YES” - “DON’T KNOW” - “NO”),
○ Paraphrase (“YES” - “DON’T KNOW” - “NO”),
○ MWE Status (“Dict” / “non-Dict”),
Syntactic’ features:
○ HWL and AWL (values: “short” vs. “long”, i.e. “1-4 letters” and “5+ 
letters”, respectively, for English and “1-5”, “6+” for Polish),
○ Collocation measures: LL, PMI and Jaccard.



Statistics for all variables

Word Length (HWL and AWL): For Polish, 
the median of the phrase head and the 
attribute is 6; for English it is 5. 
Word length was transposed into the 
ordinal variable: 
► “short” -> MWEs whose head word length 

(HWL) / attribute word length (AWL) was 
shorter than the median

► “long” -> MWEs whose HWL and AWL 
scores were equal or longer than the 
median



Latent class analysis (LCA)

LCA is a statistical technique (Lazarsfeld 1950) used to identify hidden 
(unseen) groups or classes in a population based on observed nominal 
variables 

► nominal variables: lexicality (Status = Dict or Non-Dict), intuition (Yes, 
No, I don’t know and paraphrase (Yes, No, I don’t know)

The probability of belonging to a particular class is assigned to each word 
combination 
In practice, we want to select the model (from among the ones of various 
number of hidden classes) with the lowest AIC and BIC scores (quality=data 
matching and model simplicity respectively)

► it means selecting a model with an optimum number of classes
► we used R library PoLCA (Linzer and Lewis 2011)



Results (3a). LCA for Polish
3 class model as an optimum one (lowest AIC and BIC values), high 
p-value of bootstrapped model fits statistics

Class #1 - “compositional MWEs not found in dictionaries”
● word combinations out of a dictionary (Status = 

“non-Dict”),
● paraphrasable (“YES”),
● vague intuition (“DON’T KNOW”, in rare cases “YES”)
● e.g. czerwony dywan, kozie mleko, twarda bułka

Class #2 - “(partly) compositional MWEs found in 
dictionaries”

● word combinations from dictionaries
● either vague intuition of compositionality (“DON’T 

KNOW”) or strong intuition (“YES”),
● partly/fully paraphrasable (“DON’T KNOW”, “YES”)
● e.g. gorąca krew, gruba forsa, krótka pamięć

Class #3 - “non-compositional MWEs found in dictionaries”
● word combinations come from dictionaries (Status = 

“Dict”),
● non-paraphrasable (“NO”),
● clearly non-compositional (Intuition = “NO”)
● e.g. gabinet cieni, klucz francuski, beczka śmiechu



Results (3b). Polish - word length

● Long attributive words were characteristic for Class #1 (t-test 
p-values < 0.005), a likely indicator of compositional MWEs

● Shorter attributive words were characteristic for Classes #2 
and #3: partly and non-compositional MWEs
○ Such a relationship did not occur with syntactic heads (not statistically 

significant -> most probably due to our procedure of constructing 
non-lexicalised MWEs on the basis of syntactic heads of MWEs found in 
dictionaries)



Results (3c). Polish - collocational measures
LCA with co-variant variables (measures of collocational strength) 

Two classes were differentiated by PMI and Jaccard measures 
Class #1 (compositional)
● lower PMI scores = syntactically free word combinations (p<0.001).

Class #3 (non-compositional MWEs)
● higher PMI scores = syntactically fixed

► non-compositional MWEs are syntactically fixed 
to a higher degree than compositional ones



Results (4). LCA for English
3 class model as an optimum one (the lowest AIC and BIC values), high 
p-value of bootstrapped model fits statistics

Class #1 - “compositional MWEs”
● mostly not recorded in dictionaries (“non-Dict”),

● paraphrasable (“YES”),
● intuitively compositional (“YES”)
● e.g. electric fire, huge glasses, noisy party, short break

Class #2 - “partly compositional MWEs found in dictionaries”
● mostly found in dictionaries (“Dict”)

● ambiguous status in the paraphrase test (“DON’T KNOW”  and 
rarely “YES”)

● uncertain intuition regarding compositionality (“DON’T KNOW” and 
rarely “YES”)

● e.g. dirty work, dry rot, first finger, floor exercise, flower bed
Class #3 - “non-compositional MWEs found in dictionaries”
● found in dictionaries (“Dict”),
● non-paraphrasable (“NO”),
● intuitively non-compositional (“NO”)
● e.g. blood money, dragon tree, dry run, garden cress, rotten apple 



LCA: comparison of Polish and English MWEs

Class #1

- paraphrasable

- intuitively compositional

Class #2

- ambiguous paraphrase 

test

- uncertain 

compositionality intuition

Class #3

- non-paraphrasable

- non-compositional

multi-word lexical units
non-paraphrasable & intuitively 

non-compositional

free word combinations
paraphrasable & intuitively 
compositional

dictionaries

English

Polish

Class #1

- paraphrasable

- vague compositionality 

intuition

Class #2

- partly/fully paraphrasable

- vague or strong compositionality  

intuition

Class #3

- non-paraphrasable

- non-compositional

lexicality grades

core dictionary MWE 
lexical units

partly/fully compositional
MWEs found in dictionaries



Discussion
Polish lexicographers don’t tend to include compositional MWEs as lexical 
entries in their dictionaries; the criteria of paraphrase and intuition are important 
for them

► if MWEs are not clearly and unambiguously paraphrasable and compositional, 
then they are recorded in dictionaries

► approximately ⅓ of compositional MWEs in Class #1 are recorded in the dictionaries of English 
(Merriam-Webster and Pearsall 2001); in Class #1 of Polish compositional MWEs not even a single 
one was recorded in the consulted Polish dictionaries (SJP, SJPDor, WSJP and Wilga)

English lexicographers tend to record also compositional and partly 
compositional MWEs
► 94% were recorded in the dictionaries of English
English MWLUs are more heterogeneous than the Polish ones

► English compositional MWEs covers word combinations not recorded in 
dictionaries but, unlike the class of Polish compositional MWEs, it also includes 
(⅓) compositional MWEs recorded in dictionaries



Conclusions - case study # 2 
We obtained a collective insight into the degree of semantic 
compositionality of MWEs and into certain criteria guiding 
lexicographers' decisions as to which MWEs should be recorded, as 
MWUs, in dictionaries of Polish and English

We obtained further evidence that lexicalization of MWEs is gradable 
in nature

The findings are potentially useful for extending existing dictionaries or 
lexical databases, notably wordnets, with new MWLUs



Corpus linguistics in the 2020s (and beyond)
Corpus linguistics has become increasingly embedded in statistics, 
data science and NLP 
► research has become increasingly collaborative and interdisciplinary

Corpus linguists benefit a lot from research and development projects 
► e.g. CLARIN-ERIC or national CLARIN infrastructures offering access to 

computational tools for linguistic data analysis and large textual datasets



Corpus linguistics in the 2020s (and beyond)
Advances in research on application of large language models (LLMs) 
may bring further changes to the corpus linguists’ work

► potential (not fully known yet) of using LLMs for linguistic data analysis
► integration of LLMs into corpus analysis tools (Anthony 2023, in 

progress) as a way to overcome some limitations of corpus analysis tools
► Lew (2023): the quality of COBUILD-style AI-generated (by ChatGPT 

Plus) lexicographic definitions is comparable to the ones written by 
human lexicographers

► practical difficulties in using LLMs for corpus-based research 
(Crosthwaite & Baisa 2023)
► knowing the data, authenticity, replicability, multimodality, safety (data 

privacy), hallucinations



AntConc 4.2.4 (Anthony 2023) 



Corpus linguists in the 2020s (and beyond?)
A linguist in the first place!
► The  goal of any corpus analysis is to obtain new knowledge of language, be it a language-system or 

language-in-use
(Some) background in statistics 
► to understand, at least conceptually: descriptive and inferential statistics and methods popular in 

computational linguistics/NLP; specificity of linguistic data (types of variables etc.), estimation of the 
quality of a statistical model of linguistic data

► to understand how to interpret different visualizations of linguistic data 
(Some) programming skills sufficient to 
► understand programming scripts (in R, Python or what comes next)
► use collaborative programming platforms (Jupyter Notebook, Google Collab etc.)
► use visual or low-code programming platforms for linguists, e.g. KNIME (Ihrmark & Tyrkkö 2023)

► https://pladan.clarin-pl.eu/ (under construction: Pęzik, Kaczyński, Grabowski, Jałowiecki, 2023)
► know how to extract linguistic data or use language tools via API

Collaboration skills
► working with specialists from other disciplines and/or stakeholders in interdisciplinary research projects 

(e.g. Baker et al. 2019)
► it also facilitates social impact and public engagement

https://pladan.clarin-pl.eu/


https://pladan.clarin-pl.eu/





Conclusions 
On the individual level, corpus analysis is often a solitary work

► working in a multi-disciplinary research team helps obtain the collective insight into complex 
linguistic or social problems involving language use
► cyberhate (Kopytowska et al. 2017), perception of science by Poles (Dzimińska et al. 2023) 

Corpus linguists’ toolkit and skills have become a mix of those of data scientists, 
computer programmers, statisticians and skilled collaborators

Technological developments bring about social changes that impact the ways we do 
corpus linguistic research

► attention economy (Hyland 2023): better and better research methods may tip the scales in the 
race for getting published and becoming visible
► in 2022, Elsevier alone received 2.7 million paper submissions (2.5 million in 2021); over 

600,000 papers published in 2021
► datasphere growth (statista.com, 2023): data volume will grow from circa 125 ZB in 2023 to more 

than 180 ZB in 2025 (where 1 ZB equals a billion TB)



Final note

Corpus linguistics is not the sole approach to the study of language -> 
rationalistic „armchair“ linguistics continues and is also likely to evolve in the future

► Its cumulative knowledge has led to contemporary developments
► It may provide a critical outlook on current developments in corpus linguistics

The period of AI-assisted (corpus) research has already started

► Corpus linguists should navigate through it with an open-mind and caution!

    



Thank you!

Q & A

e-mail: lukasz(at)uni.opole.pl
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